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1, INTRODUCTION 
We begin by defining a family of integral representation modules of the 
symmetric group. Let x1 ,..., x, be independent indeterminates over the 
ring 2 of rational integers. The symmetric group S, is the group of permu- 
tations of the set {xi ,..., x,>. If f(q ,..., xn) is a polynomial with integral 
coefficients, and cr E S, we define 
d(Xl >.-*, x,) = f(ux, )...) ax,). 
This turns Z[xi ,..., xn] into a (left) Z’S,-module. We construct submodules 
of Z[x, )...) XJ which are Z-free of finite rank. 
Let h = (A, ,..., A,) be a partition of n. Thus 
A, 3 A, 3 ... > A, > 0, A, + A, + -.’ + A, = 72. 
We arrange the variables x1 ,..., x, in an array, with Y rows and A, columns, 
containing a variable in the first hi positions of the ith row; each variable 
occurs exactly once in the array. For example, one such array for the partition 
(4, 2, 1) of 7 is 
Xl x4 X6 x7 
x3 x5 
x3 
Such an array is called a X-tableau. There are n! A-tableaux for each partition 
h of n. We shall denote such tableaux by y or x. Throughout this paper, 
@I ,*a., 4, (4 ,.*.> b,} will be subsets of (xi ,..., CC,}. 
Suppose that the variables a, ,..., a, occur in jth column of the h-tableau y, 
with ai in the ith row. We form the difference product 
&, ,-.., 4 = yj[ (ai - 4, 
i<j 
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if t > I, and if t = I, ~.!(a,) = I. Multiplying these difference products for 
all the columns of y, we obtain a polynomial which we denote by S(y). 
For example, the above (4, 2, I)-tableau gives the polynomial 
For CT E S, , let ay be the tableau obtained from y by repkcing 3~~ in y by 
(TX~ . Then of(y) = f(uy). It follows that the set of all Z-linear combinations 
of the nl polynomials f(y), obtained from the X-tableaux y, is a cyclic 
ZSn-module generated over ZS, by any one f(y). e denote this module 
by S”. 
A h-tableau is said to be standard if the variables occur in increasing order 
(where xi > xj if i > j) along each row from left to right and down each 
column. We prove the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. 5’” has a Z-basis. 
BA = {f(y): y  is a stalzdard (A)-tabbau). 
The polynomials f(y) were first used by W. Specht, [8], to generate rational 
representations of S, . We call f(y) a Specht polynomial, we call S” the 
Specht module corresponding to the partition A, and we call J(y) a standard 
Specht polynomial if y is a standard tableau. 
Specht [&I proves that B” is linearly independent. obtained the 
Q-dimension of his module, he concludes that BA is a ba then indicates 
that any Specht polynomial can be expressed as an integral &ear combination 
of standard Specht polynomials. He proceeds to prove the irreducibilitji and 
inequivalence of the modules without the use of characters. 
This approach occurs again in [4], in which paper the author, 
shows how to construct irreducible integral matrix representations of the 
symmetric groups. Garnir derives relations between the Specht polynomials, 
and he uses these to show that any Specht polynomial is an integral linear 
combination of standard Specht polynomials. e does not prove the linear 
ence of BA, but relies on knowing the dimension of the represen- 
tation, a point which is not clearly explained. 
We prove Carnir’s relations in Section 3, using an eIegant proof due to 
J. A. Green. Theorem 1.1 is then proved in Section 4, combining the 
approaches of Garnir and Specht. This follows the construction in Section 2 
oE a permutation representation module MA, which is useful in connection 
with S’I. 
We now reIate the Specht modules to the ordinary and modular represen- 
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tation theory of the symmetric groups. Let K be an arbitrary integral domain. 
We define 
Then SKA is a K&-module, which we call a Specht module over K. Writing 
fK(y) = 1, @f(y), it is easy to deduce from Theorem 1.1 that thefK(y) for 
standard h-tableaux y form a K-basis for SKn. Identifying K[x, ,..., xn] with 
K 0.z 8x, >..., x,], we can interpret SKh as a KS,-submodule of K[x, ,..., xn]. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to a discussion of general properties 
of the modules SKh. 
In Section 4, we show by an unpublished method of G. Higman, that if 
the characteristic of K is not equal to 2, then SKA indecomposable, and that 
if K has characteristic zero, the Specht modules S,h constitute a full set of 
absolutely irreducible, inequivalent ordinary representation modules of S, . 
Information about the p-modular representation theory of the symmetric 
groups can be obtained from the Specht modules over a field of characteristic 
p. For example, composition series for S, h determine decomposition numbers. 
The latter problem has been studied using Specht modules in [3, 5, 6, 71. 
In Section 5 we obtain a Z-composition series [2, p. 4981 for SA regarded 
as a ZS+,-module. This result gives the classical “branching theorem” for 
the restriction to S,-, of ordinary irreducible representations of S, . It also 
gives information on the structure of S,^  as a KS,-,-module, useful for the 
modular theory. 
The results discussed in this paper form part of the author’s Ph.D thesis [6]. 
The approach has been changed, and some of the proofs have been simplified, 
especially the proof of the Garnir relations. 
In [I], R. W. Cater and G. Lustig construct representation modules of S, 
in the tensor space of a finite dimensional vector space. These modules are 
isomorphic to the Specht modules. In a similar way they also construct 
representation modules of the general linear groups, and they study the 
existence of nonzero homomorphisms between their modules. 
The author is indebted to Professor J. A. Green for helpful comments on 
the preparation of this paper, and especially for permission to include his 
proof of the Garnir relations. The author also wishes to thank Professor 
H. K. Farahat for helpful conversations. 
2. PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION MODULES 
In this section we construct a permutation representation module for each 
partition of n. 
Let y be a h-tableau. Let g(y) be the monomial defined by 
-where 8(K) = i - 1 if xlc is in the ith row of the tableau y. For any o E S, ? 
og(y) = g(ay). We define MA = ZS,g(y). Thus n consists of all Z-linear 
combinations of the monomials g(y)- 
Let Is(y) be the set of all permutations u E S, such that for each i, xi and 
crxi occur in tbe same row of y; such a permutation is called a xw ~ey~~~at~~~ 
of y, Let C(y) be the set of all permutations 0 E S, such that for each i, 
xi and aq occur in the same column of y; such a permutation is called a 
column ~e~~~ta~on of y. Let Y be any subset of S, . We define a(Y) E Z’S, 
and p(Y) E ZSn by 
a(Y) = c sgna-a> P(Y) = z: (JF- 
OEY OSY 
There are two reasons for making these definitions here. The first is that 
J(Y) = @-(C(YN‘dY>t (1) 
as can be easily verified. Thus S” C MA. The second is that gg(y) = g(y) 
if and only if o E R(y). In fact, MA is a permutation representation module, 
and is therefore isomorphic to the left ideal .ZS,$(R(y)) of ZS, by means of 
an isomorphism under which g(y) and ,8(R(y)) correspond. Restricting this 
isomorphism to SA, we see by (1) that the latter is isomorphic to the left ideal 
of ZS, generated by a(C(y)) /3(.@(y)). 
For any integral domain M, we put 
We then have SKA C MKh, and both modules are isomorphic to left ideals 
of KS, . These ideals play an important role in the classical representation 
theory of the symmetric groups, which expresses CS, as a direct sum of 
simple left ideals. M Ic” has been studied for the partitions (n - I, i) and 
(n - 2, 2) in /3], [Sj, and [6]. 
3. BASIS AND bMENSION 
In this section we derive Gamir’s relations between the Specht 
polynomials and we use these to find a Z-basis for 9. Let 5 > s and let 
(al ).‘., a, , bi )..., b,) c (x1 )..., x,). Fixing attention on two particular columns, 
say columns k and 1 with k < I, we consider the tableau 
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. . . ax ... bl ... 
a, ... 62 
y= l i 
a, .*’ bs 
. . . at . 
We prove a relation involving f(z) for tableaux I obtained from y by 
permuting a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, amongst themselves. Let q be an integer, 
1 < q < s. Let S be the group of permutations of {a, ,..., a, , bI ,..., b,}. 
THEOREM 3.1. a(S)f(y) = 0. 
The proof given here is due to J. A. Green. 
LEMMA 3.2. If Y = UV where U and V are subgroups of S, , then 
cx(U)a(V) = 1 Un v j a!(Y). 
This follows from the observation that each y E Y can be expressed as 
y = uv for exactly ) U n V j pairs (24, v) E U X V. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U be a subgroup of S, , and C = C(y) be the group of 
column permutations of the tableau y. Suppose there is a permutation (r + G’ 
of the set UC with the following property: (2) for each o E UC, there exists an 
element p. E R(y), such that po2 = 1, sgn pO = - 1, o’ = op,; further (0’)’ = o. 
Then a(U)f(y) = 0. 
Proof. By (1) and (3.2) a(U)f(y) = j U n C j a(UC)g(y). By (2), the 
permutation 0 + u’ is an involution without fixed points. It follows that UC 
is a disjoint union of 2-element sets (u, o’}. Hence a(UC)g(y) is a sum of 
terms of the form 
[sgn u . u + sgn U’ . er’] g(y). 
Because of the properties (2), each such term is zero, and the result follows. 
To prove (3.1), we use the last Lemma with U = S. We therefore wish 
to define a permutation of the set SC with the properties (2) Let cr = UC 
with u E S, c E C. Then column k of oy contains ar ,..., a,-, in different rows, 
and column 1 of oy contains b,,, ,..., b, . Since (q - 1) + (s - q) = s - 1, 
there exists i E (l,..., s> such that {oai , ubJ Z (a, ,..., a, , 6, ,..., b,). Let i(u) 
be the least such iE{l,..., s}. Let pO be the transposition (a,(-) , b,(,)). 
Then pO E R(y) and sgn p. = - 1. 
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Since (Oa&) ) u&c,,)) E S, this shows (T’ E SC. It is also clear that ;(o’) = i(u), 
whence (0’)’ = Q. Thus CI + 5’ is a permutation of SC having the properties 
(2). This completes the proof of (3.1). 
Let N be the set of all 0 E S such that 
Then N = S n C(y), and N is a subgroup of S. Let W be a set of left coset 
representatives of El in S, such that W contains the identity permutation I. 
733mam 3.4. f(y) = -C sgn vf(vy) summing over v E W\(1). 
This is deduced from (3.3) by cancelling the factor ) hi ). 
We now prove now prove (1.1). The proof of the independence of B” is 
straightforward, [8]. Pn the proof that B” generates SA over Z, we write 
xi > xi when i >j. 
Let (al ,-., a,), (b, ,..., b,) be permutations of (x1 ,..., x,). Suppose yr 
(req. y2) are X-tableaux in which the variables occur in the order a1 ,..., a, 
(resp. 4 ,.-, b,,) reading down the first column, from top to bottom, then 
down the second column, and so on. We write y1 > yn if there exists an 
integers such that aEi = b, for i = 1, 2,..., s - I and a, > b, ~ The h-tableaux 
are totally ordered with respect to this relation. 
We now restrict attention to thosef( y) for tab!eaux y  in which the variables 
wxr in increasing order down the coiumns. These poiynomiak generate SA 
over 2. Suppose y  is not a standard tableau. Then there are two adjacent 
columns, say columns PB, m + 1, containing variables aI ,I.., at , 6, ,..,, 6, , 
witht>,ssuchthatforsomeq,l ~~gss,ai<6,fori<qanda,>b,; 
also cdi < aj for i < j and b, < b, for k < E. y  (3.4) we obtain f  (y) as an 
integer combination of certain f  (vy) where Y E W\{ I). Since v  $ H, vak = b, 
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for at least one k 2 q, and 1 < q. Hence the mth column of vy contains at 
least one b, , 1 ,( q. Let b be the first such 6,. Then b < a@ < a,,, .... 
Now we rearrange the columns of vy so that the variables occur in increasing 
order down the columns; let the resulting tableau be x. If b > apeI , b occupies 
the qth row and mth column of x. Since aI ,..., agpI have not been moved, 
x < y. On the other hand, if b < a,-, , then ai-l < b < ai for some i, 
1 < i < q - 1, and b occurs in row i, column m of z. Since a, ,..., aiwl 
have not been moved, x < y. It now follows by induction with respect to 
the ordering of the h-tableaux that BA generates S” over 2, because the 
first tableau in this order is standard, the variables occuring in their natural 
order. This completes the proof of (1.1). 
We immediately have the following. 
3.5. For any integral domain K, the standard Specht polynomials fx(y) 
form a K-basis for SKA. 
4. INDEC~MP~SABILITY AND INEQUIVALENCE 
In this section K is an integral domain. We identify S$ with the corre- 
sponding submodule of K[x, ,..., x,J and work with polynomials. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be an integral domain of characteristic not equal to 2. 
Then there is a ring isomorphism 
Horn&SK*, SKh) _N K. 
Proof. The result is trivial for h = (n); in the following we assume A, > 0. 
Let I be the identity function of S, h We show that every KS,-endomorphism .
of 9 is multiplication by a scalar. 
Let 0 be an endomorphism of SKA. Let y be a h-tableau. Suppose that xi , 
xj occur in the same column of y, and let 7 = (xi , zj). Then 
~Kf(Y>> = fYTf(YN = -&f(Y)). 
Since K has characteristic not equal to 2, this implies that (xi - xj) is a 
factor of e(f(y)). This holds for each linear factor of f(y), so that f(y) 
divides e(f(y)). Hence &f(y)) = c~f(y) for some scalar 01, and 0 = oil. 
The theorem follows. 
CoRouhm 4.2. If K is an integral domain of characteristic not equal to 2, 
S$ a’s indecomposable. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Ij K is a$e@ oj characteristic either zero or p > n, the% 
SK& is absolutes irreducible. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let K be an integral domain of ~ha~a~te~ist~~ zero. Hj A alzd 
,p = (la1 ,a**> bull) are dazerent partitions of n, then SKA and S,* are not iso~orp~i~~ 
.ProoJ We assume without loss of generality that h > p in dictionary 
order (i.e., the first nonzero difference hi - p6 is positive). Let y  be a fixe 
tableau of A. We write R = R(y) for the group of TOW permutations of y* 
The theorem follows if we prove that ,L?(R)f(y) # 0 and ,8(R) S,fi = 0. 
To prove the latter, let Ri be the group of permutations of the indeter- 
minates in the ith row of y. Then /3(R) = p(R,) ... ;S( 
p-tableau. Since X > I*> there exists x, , xB in the same row of y  and in the 
same column of z (121, proof of 28.12). Suppose x, ) X, are in the ith row ofy. 
Then &R,) = &(I + (x~x~)), where AZ. is the sum of t 
o? , x, occur in the same column of 2, 
because P(R,) commutes with each 
/3(R) &p = 0. 
Let C = C(y) be the set of column permutations of y. Then by (1). 
where the summation is taken over all row permutations P 2nd all column 
permutations c # 1. For c f  1, Ycg(y) # g(y). Also /3( 
j R / g(y) # 0 since K has characteristic zero. Hence fi(rl)j(y) # 0. This 
completes the proof of (4.4). 
The results in this section show that the Spe&t modules over a field of 
characteristic zero constitute a full set of absolutely irreducible, inequivalent 
representation modules of S, . It is easy to prove that S”/pS” is isomorphic 
to sg, where M is the field of p elements. 
A counter example to (4.1) at characteristic 2 is provided by the Specht 
module corresponding to the partition (3, Is). The ring of endomorphisms 
of this module has dimension two. This Specht module is, however, kndecom- 
posable. It is not known whether (4.2) is valid at characteristic 2. 
5. RESTRICTION To S,-, 
We now obtain a Z-composition series for SA regarded as a .Z,Y?+~- 
submodule. 
In a standard h-tableau, X, occurs at the right hand end of a row and at the 
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bottom of a column. Let Ci be the set of standard h-tableaux containing x, in 
the ith row. We suppose that Ci is not empty for i = i(l), i(2),..., i(u), 
with i(1) > i(2) > .*e > i(v) and ZI > 1. For such an i, Ai > X,+1 , and 
(4 ,-.*, L, > xi - 1, xi+1 ,**-, A,) is a partition of n - 1, which we denote 
by (A, i). We obtain all the standard (A, i(k))-tableaux by removing x, from 
the standard A-tableaux in Cick) . 
For k= O,..., v - 1, let N& be the Z-submodule of SA which has Z-basis 
consisting of those f”(z) with x E X, = Citk+r) u *.. u Cicu) , and let 
N, = (O}. We have a chain of Z-submodules 
(0) = N,CN,-,C...CN,CN, = S” 
We prove the following. 
(2) 
THEOREM 5.1. For k = 0 ,..., v  - 1, Nk is a ZS,-,-submodule, and 
NdNrc+~ is isomorphic as a ZS,-,-module to the Specht module corresponding 
to the partition (A, i(k)) of n - 1. 
The chain (2) is therefore a Z-composition series of the ZS,-,-module S”. 
Proof of 5.1. Clearly N,, is a ZS,-,-submodule of S”. Let 0 < k < v - 1. 
We assume Nk is a ZS,-,-submodule of SA, and we deduce that iv,+, is. For 
this deduction we define a surjective ZS,-,-homomorphism 0 : Nk -+ S(A*i(k)) 
which has kernel Nk+I . This will complete the proof. 
If x is a standard h-tableau, let g be the standard tableau obtained by 
removing x, from a. The function 0 is defined on the basis elements of Nk by 
We extend 0 to the whole of N,< by linearity. 
Let (3 E S,-, . By the assumption that NTe is a ZS,,-submodule, for any 
standard tableau y E X, there exist integers 01, such that 
d(Y) = c %f(4 (summing over z E X,) (3) 
For z E ci(k+l) > suppose the variables a, ,..., a, , x, occur in the column of z 
containing x, . Then 
f(4 = f Wh - 4 -1. (6 - 4. 
For z E X,,, , x, s does not occur inf(z). 
(i) Let y E Ci(k+I) . Equating coefficients of x,s in (3) gives 
d(r) = c %J(% (summing z E C&+r)). 
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Since %$(Y)) = C SK) ( z summing x E Ci(k+I)) by definition of 6, we have 
Qt9YYfl = QL0.Y) = @f(Y))* 
(ii) Let y  E X,,, . Equating coefficients of xn6 in (3) gives 0 = 
(summing over z E Ci(k+l)). Hence we again have ~(~~(~)) = ~O(f(y))~ 
Tb.us B is a ZS,-,-homomorphism. Clearly 0 is surjective and has kernel 
N kfl , and so the proof is complete. 
The main result in this section gives the classical ““branching theorem” for 
the restriction of ordinary irreducible representations of S,: 
We also have the following result of interest in the modular theory: 
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